
KEEP YOUR BUSINESS OPERATING

Scan your employees’ ID, any barcode, or manually enter name, to 
begin the assessment. All responses are automatically recorded and 
associated with that employee ID.

SCAN EMPLOYEE ID

Perform a temperature check and ensure that no one with a 
fever is entering your workplace.

FEVER CHECK

Conduct an assessment of the employee to identify if they 
are either displaying symptoms, or are a high-risk due to 
exposure or recent travel.

ASSESS SYMPTOMS

COVID-19 Screening in 10 Seconds
Easily implement COVID-19 screening at your workplace to ensure no one is 
entering your location if they are displaying symptoms while automatically 

logging results. Construction companies, manufacturing, 
processing plants, and more, use Protect to screen their employees.
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Starting as low as $99/mo

Have specific questions you need to include on the assessment? Want to 
set your own criteria for PASS/FAIL? Not a problem, Protect can be 
configured to fit your needs.

CUSTOMIZABLE

All results are automatically recorded which means there’s no paper work to 
deal with or maintain and information is always just one search away.

NO PAPER WORK

Self-Assessments

Centralized Assessments

You can easily view reports in the dashboard, or configure automatic 
notifications to be sent in case of a FAIL. In the instance of a COVID-19 
positive case, you can quickly contact trace and get your business 
operational in the least amount of time.

EASY REPORTING

Ensure Nobody with COVID-19 Symptoms is
Entering Your Worksite

As a business, it is important to minimize risk to stay open 
and operational, while taking the necessary steps to keep 
your employees and customers safe.  CrowdBlink Protect is 
an affordable way to quickly set up best-in-class screening 
measures to put everyone at ease. 
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$49/mo *limited time only

“CrowdBlink Protect was a breeze to set up and it's allowed us to screen all of our employees 
for COVID-19 daily without slowing things down. With Protect in place, our employees, 
and local government officials, could see the steps we were putting in place to keep the 
workplace safe in order to keep operating. We also have a digital record for auditing 
purposes if needed. Great job CrowdBlink!” 

Mike Kilby
President

Dajcor Aluminum Ltd.


